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A.S. President  sues his 
accuser for defamation
Associated Students 
President Branden Parent filed 
a defamation lawsuit against 
his former romantic partner 
after she obtained a temporary 
domestic violence restraining 
order against him.
Parent filed the defamation 
suit in a Los Angeles courtroom 
Oct. 8, citing an Aug. 29 tweet 
in which the self-described 
survivor of Parent’s alleged 
harassment characterized him 
as “abusive.”
Speaking to the Spartan Daily 
on condition of anonymity 
on Oct. 3, the self-described 
survivor of Parent’s alleged 
behavior said she shared her 
story with close friends, one of 
whom exposed the allegations 
on Twitter earlier that day.
“He’s using his positions of 
power to intimidate women,” 
stated part of the initial tweet 
posted by @n_moneyyy, whose 
real name is Nuria Villanueva.
Villanueva was also named as 
a defendant in the defamation 
suit.
She told the Spartan Daily 
through Twitter she was not 
surprised to find out Parent is 
suing her for defamation.
“Defendants’ statements are 
libelous on their face. It clearly 
exposes plaintiff to hatred, 
contempt, ridicule, and obloquy 
because it categorizes plaintiff 
as a criminal,” stated the lawsuit 
that was filed by Parent’s 
attorney, Mark Hathaway.
Though Parent filed the suit 
a day before his Oct. 9 court 
hearing in Santa Clara County 
Family Court, his counsel made 
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George Carty, 1970 alumnus and member of Speed City, speaks about the legacy 
of Smith and Carlos’ historic protests, Wednesday at the Student Union Ballroom.
Students, community members and 
speakers celebrated Tommie Smith and 
John Carlos’ historic Olympic protest. The 
“Continuing the Smith and Carlos Legacy” 
event was held Wednesday in the Student 
Union Ballroom. 
The event commemorated Smith and 
Carlos’ recent announcement on Sept. 23 
of their induction into the Olympic Hall of 
Fame, despite their initial expulsion from 
the games.
On October 16, 1968, San Jose State 
alumni Smith and Carlos raised their fists 
against racism and poverty during the 1968 
Summer Olympics in Mexico City. 
The 51-year anniversary was also for 
audience members to stop, pause and reflect 
on the context of why Smith and Carlos 
protested and why students today should 
continue the fight.
“You have to understand what they did 
was something that many of us we talked 
about it, but to have the nerve to do what 
they did, they lost a lot,” George Carty, 1970 
alumnus and member of Speed City, said. “It 
took us 50 years to get into the Hall of Fame 
SJSU celebrates Smith and Carlos’ 51-year legacy
… and with that and what we’re doing now in 
keeping this legacy going, I think it’s something 
very important.”
Speed City was the nickname for SJSU’s 
track and field team, which produced over 100 
All-America athletes. Being a part of that team, 
Carty said he felt like a rockstar with people 
coming up to him and fellow teammates for 
autographs.
But despite the fame, he said the power 
structure at SJSU, predominantly white, still did 
not like black people and especially did not like 
what Smith and Carlos stood for.
“There was a time where they did not like us, 
not around here,” Carty said.
SJSU 1970 alumnus Steven Millner, now 
an African American Studies professor, 
spoke on how different things were in the 
’60s and how change was needed within the 
black community.
“We were just invisible and absent. You 
can’t imagine how different things were then 
compared to now,” Millner said. 
He added how underrepresented the black 
and Latino community were back then.
“Latinos, African Americans, we 
numbered less than 300 students in this 
entire student body,” Millner said. “This 
student body was 95% white.”
Jeff Moore, NAACP San Jose/Silicon 
Valley executive director, spoke powerfully 
about the cultural difference 50 years ago 
compared to today.
He touched on how in the decades after 
Smith and Carlos protested, the U.S. has seen 
a black president and how black athletes are 
now dominating in various sports. But he 
also said despite that, there is currently a 
resurgence of racism.
“What has changed, what has stopped, 
where are we at?” Moore said. “Fifty years 
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“As many of you know, the Spartan Daily 
has reported allegations about me from an 
anonymous source.  I want to assure you, these 
are false claims and I am doing everything that 
is requested of me to respond appropriately in 
the proper forum. I am being transparent and 
cooperative. I appreciate all my peers, family, and 
colleagues who are supporting me during this 
time.  I feel it is my responsibility to maintain 
my duties as your Associated Students President 
and my duties as Resident Advisor. I am taking 
these allegations very seriously and I am looking 
forward to this coming to a positive conclusion 
very soon and the truth being brought to light.”
— A. S. President Branden Parent
BLOOM
BOBA
Move over froyo, boba tea 
is the new cool treat that 
all college students desire. 
Inside, fi nd reviews of the best 
boba shops around campus, 
discover what is in your boba 
cup, and learn about the 
shops behind the ubiquitous 
trend.
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California she sent him to 
cover for Update News.
During the mock 
invasion on March 12, 1999, 
the helicopter carrying Do 
caught fire, which he called, 
“about as harrowing and as 
crazy as you could imagine.”
Do recorded the entire 
experience on video, which 
helped him win the Hearst 
award and launch his career.
“I owe everything I am 
because of that one moment, 
because of her decision to 
send me,” Do said.
From 1989 to 2001, 25 
of her students placed in 
the top 20 in the Hearst 
competition.
Rucker said Belshe stayed 
on campus after midnight 
on Thursday nights to help 
students prepare for their 
Friday broadcasts before 
driving back to her home in 
Santa Cruz.
Belshe had an easy-going 
personality, Fehely said, and 
promoted an atmosphere of 
camaraderie and friendly 
competition.
“She was very serious 
about journalism, but she 
could appreciate jokes that 
we had about each other or 
the class,” Fehely said.
Rucker said he began to 
understand her life outside 
of journalism after attending 
her memorial service at her 
home in Santa Cruz on 
August 3.
Rucker said most of her 
friends from Santa Cruz 
had no idea that she taught 
journalism and that they just 
knew her as a dependable 
friend.
Do said some 
upperclassmen kept him 
“at arm’s length” while he 
studied journalism at SJSU 
and that students and 
faculty at SJSU can carry on 
Belshe’s legacy by treating 
other journalists with 
kindness.
“She was a constructive 
but outspoken critic when 
she needed to be,” Fehely 
said.
Rucker said he wants 
faculty at SJSU to carry on 
Belshe’s legacy by helping 
students find jobs, which 
she did by putting in good 
words to her connections 
across the country.
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no mention of it during that hearing.
The suit also referenced several social media accounts 
from current and former San Jose State students who 
echoed the harassment allegations against Parent.
One of the students referenced in the suit who 
reposted the self-described survivor’s allegations, said 
she did not know Parent or his accuser. The student 
spoke to the Spartan Daily on condition of anonymity.
“I just reposted it in an effort to warn people around 
me of a potential predator,” the SJSU student said. “If 
it turns out to not be true, it would really be a shame 
for actual victims. I don’t know why anyone would lie 
about it.”
According to the lawsuit, the self-described survivor 
shared her harassment accusations against Parent 
to her Twitter followers more than a month before 
Villanueva’s tweet exposed the accusations to the 
greater SJSU community.
“I was just granted a restraining order against 
my abusive ex-boyfriend and as terrifying 
as it was going up against him, the literal 
president of my school, I’m glad bc for the 
first time in forever I feel like I can breathe,” the 
self-described survivor allegedly tweeted on Aug. 29, 
according to the lawsuit.
Parent has denied all accusations of harassment and 
dismissed his accusers as “anonymous sources,” in a 
statement provided to the Spartan Daily.
“As many of you know, the Spartan Daily has 
reported allegations about me from an anonymous 
source. I want to assure you, these are false claims and I 
am doing everything that is requested of me to respond 
appropriately in the proper forum,” Parent said.
The defamation hearing is set for Jan. 9, 2020 at 
the Stanley Mosk Courthouse in Los Angeles, the city 











Oct. 14, 3:39 a.m. 
at South 2nd Street/
Keyes Street
Information only
Vehicle towed for ex-
pired registration










Oct. 14, 8:07 p.m. at 
North Garage
Information only
Petty theft less than 
$950 - misdemeanor
Oct. 14, 8:10 p.m. at 
Clark Hall
Information only
San Jose State journalism 
professor Darla Belshe died 
peacefully with her children 
and grandchildren at her 
bedside at age 79 on May 9. 
She was living at the 
Foothill Village Senior Living 
Community in Angels Camp, 
California and died because 
of complications from 
Alzheimer’s disease.
A celebration of Belshe’s life 
is planned on Saturday from 
11 a.m. – 1 p.m. in Dwight 
Bentel Hall Rooms 117 and 
133.
Belshe was born to Boyne 
and Doris Grainger on Feb. 
28, 1940 and had two siblings, 
Linda and Arlen.
After graduating from 
SJSU in 1961 with a degree 
that emphasized newspaper 
reporting and editing, she 
began working at San Jose 
ABC affiliate KNTV that 
summer as the first woman to 
work in its newsroom. KNTV 
would later become NBC Bay 
Area.
After working for more 
than 16 years as a reporter, 
photographer, editor and 
producer, Belshe joined SJSU’s 
broadcast journalism faculty 
in 1977.
After marrying Bob 
Belshe in 1968, she became 
a step-mother to Debi and 
Kris and eventually had six 
grandchildren and six great-
grandchildren.
Journalism professor Bob 
Rucker worked with Belshe 
for the last approximately 
20 years of her career after 
SJSU hired him as broadcast 
coordinator.
When Rucker started 
working as Belshe’s superior, 
he said many faculty members 
he spoke with worried that he 
would replace her, and that 
“they wanted no part of that.”
Rucker taught the news 
Beloved professor dies
writing class that prepared 
students to take Belshe’s 
Update News class.
“So we were a good combo, 
I think, in the program, and 




for KPIX 5, reported for 
Update News under Belshe’s 
mentorship from 1997–99.
Fehely said he viewed 
Belshe and Rucker as a team 
during his time at SJSU, calling 
them “a mother and father for 
us students in television, in 
particular.”
Kiet Do, a reporter at 
KPIX 5 for the last 11 years, 
graduated from SJSU in 2000. 
Under Belshe’s guidance, Do 
won the national William 
Randolph Hearst Foundation 
competition in 1997.
Do said Belshe was 
compassionate and gentle 
while Rucker was gruff and 
firm, calling her “basically the 
‘yin’ to his ‘yang.’ ”
When a student made a 
mistake, Do said, Belshe 
would give a long sigh and a 
disappointed look.
“And that was what was 
really crushing,” Do said. “And 
I think kind of hurt more, 
really, than Bob Rucker’s sort 
of gruff, direct approach.”
Starting in 1978, Belshe’s 
students at Update News 
won more than 300 awards 
in local, regional and national 
competitions.
Do said Belshe picked out 
stories specifically for him 
with the Hearst competition 
in mind, including a 
simulated city invasion by 
the U.S. Marines in Monterey, 
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A group of students sits in the front row watching video clips 
of Tommie Smith and John Carlos’ 1968 historic protest.
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ago, it was all about the students, so I 
ask you today, where are the students in 
this fight for America’s ground?”
He said how students today need 
to continue fighting and standing up 
to the current power structure in both 
their country and in their own campus.
“Have you stood up today and asked 
your power structure ‘What’s going 
on?’ ” Moore said.
He also spoke about the demolishing 
of the Bud Winter Field, which was 
where Smith and Carlos originally 
practiced.
SJSU decided to convert the field 
into a parking garage, recreational 
field and a walking path, but Moore 
said students should have fought back 
against the decision.
“Where are the student voices 
complaining about a garage replacing 
your historic track team?” Moore said.
He also asked about SJSU President 
Mary Papazian’s recent presidential 
review and for students to stand up and 
ask why she is focusing on constructing 
new buildings rather than focusing on 
diversity.
“What has she done besides build 
buildings for us?” Moore said. “We 
need to look at the student graduation 
rate and the students enrollment rate, 
has she increased that? Has she made 
our campus a better place?”
Public relations sophomore Madi 
Medina said Moore really spoke to her 
and how things have not changed in 
half a century.
“There’s things going on that maybe 
look a little different than they did 50 
years ago, but there needs to be more of 
a push for students to go out and fight 
like Smith and Carlos,” Medina said.
She said the event and legacy meant 
a lot to her because she recognized how 
Smith and Carlos were SJSU students 
as well, and she is equally as capable to 
make change happen.
“If they were able to do it, then other 
people here can do something similar,” 
Moore said. “They shouldn’t let the 
legacy die.”
LEGACY
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Journalism professor Darla Belshe sits with the Update News staff and faculty.
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I just reposted it in an effort to warn 
people around me of a potential 
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Twins Andrew Jenkins (left) and Tre Jenkins (right) play together on the fi eld as defensive back and safety, respectively.
Follow Diana on Twitter
@dianaavila284
By Diana Avila 
STAFF WRITER
TWIN ATHLETES TAKE ON COLLEGE TOGETHER
Born into a family with 
a football background, it 
was only a matter of time 
before the Jenkins twin 
brothers followed in their 
father’s footsteps.  
“My family is sport-
oriented. A lot of people 
on my dad’s side play 
football, basketball and 
track,”  Andrew Jenkins 
said. “It was only a matter 
of time before I got into 
it too.”  
Tre and Andrew Jenkins 
are the sons of Aaron 
Jenkins, who was a former 
running back for the 
University of Washington. 
“We have played 
together almost our entire 
lives, but actually [Tre] 
started tackle football a 
year before me,” Andrew 
said. “Ever since, we have 
been playing together.”  
Tre and Andrew started 
playing flag football when 
they were in kindergarten.
As young kids, their 
peers and teammates saw 
them as a unique duo. 
“When we first joined 
our first sport organization, 
everybody thought it was 
cool because we were 
twins,” Andrew said. “At 
that time we were the same 
height and people got us 
mixed up, and they thought 
it was cool because it was 
like [having] a clone.”
As they continued 
to play in the same 
community with familiar 
teammates, people around 
them  began to see it as 
common for the twins to 
play together. 
“When we got older 
and entered high school, 
everybody knew of us 
because we played with 
the feeder program,” 
Andrew said. 
Even though the interest 
from teammates and peers 
wore off, mentors looked 
forward to having the 
twins play together on the 
field. 
“The coaches were 
excited to have twins 
because they  figured we 
had a different kind of 
connection, so we can do 
certain plays and things 
like that,” Andrew said. 
Tre recalled with 
a smile on his face and 
somewhat of a giggle 
how they started playing 
tackle football.
“We started to play tackle 
football around second 
grade and that’s when I 
wanted to play football,” 
Tre said. “[Andrew] didn’t 
want to play football 
because he didn’t like how 
long practices were and 
how late they were.”
Andrew said he always 
had an admiration for 
football, even though it has 
not been easy to keep up 
with his brother’s abilities. 
“Growing up with him, 
he was the better athlete 
and still is, I would say,” 
Andrew said. “He is just 
naturally more gifted.”
As their physical 
development began to 
mature at different rates, 
Andrew struggled to find 
his own identity as an 
athlete and in football. 
“When we got to seventh 
grade he started to grow 
a lot more,” Andrew said. 
“He was 5 feet, 10 inches 
and I was like 4 feet 11 
inches entering freshman 
year [of high school], 
which made me feel like I 
was playing in his shadow.”
His coaches and 
mentors helped Andrew 
overcome the insecurities 
he had about playing with 
his brother. 
He used those obstacles 
to help him grow. 
“When I got off that 
stage and I started to talk to 
other people and figuring 
out my own path, I actually 
became a better athlete,” 
Andrew said. “Playing 
with him made me so 
much better.”  
Andrew embraced 
the support from Tre. 
He said it enhanced his 
skills to become a better 
football player. 
He recalls memories 
of their high school 
field to be some of the 
most sentimental. 
“In high school I played 
corner and he played 
safety,” Andrew said. “In 
coverages the safety always 
helps out the corner.”  
The brothers described 
having a strong connection 
that evolved throughout 
the years. 
“I remember my last 
senior year game,” Andrew 
said. “We played sections 
and we lost.”
Andrew said that day 
was very emotional for 
both of them and he 
remembers it like it wasn’t 
too long ago. 
“Me and Tre, I 
remember we stayed out 
in the field for like 20 
minutes,” Andrew said. “I 
was bawling my eyes out 
because I didn’t know that 
I was going to play college 
ball, yet at that moment 
I thought it was my last 
game and my last time 
playing football with my 
brother.”
“I was crying and he was 
crying too. We just talked 
it out after that,” Andrew 
said.
When both brothers 
found out they would 
be playing college 
football, they saw it as an 
opportunity that they were 
not expecting. 
“I was excited, we are 
getting to play another 
four years together [and] 
not too many brothers or 
teammates out of high 
school get to do that,” 
Tre said. 
Andrew shared the same 
excitement of playing at the 
next level with his brother 
and sees playing with his 
brother as a  dream that 
has become a reality.  
“Later we found we were 
going to school together, it 
was crazy,” Andrew said. 
“We’re athletic kids. Every 
athlete always has a dream 
of playing at the next level.”
Both brothers said that 
their family was excited 
to see them continue to 
live out their dream to play 
football. 
“My mom was excited 
to see us continue to play 
and live out our dream,” 
Tre said. 
The opportunity to keep 
playing together was only 
part of the goal that they 
achieved and they were 
thrilled to become part of 
a Division I team. 
“San Jose [State] is 
a DI college and it had 
always been a dream 
to play at a good DI 
college,” said Andrew. 
“That is something we 
dreamt about.”
Coaches at SJSU also 
looked forward to seeing 
the Jenkins brothers use 
their twin connection on 
the field to execute plays 
that other teams might 
not expect.  
“That communication 
that they had throughout 
their life lends itself well on 
the field,” Derrick Odum, 
associate head coach and 
defensive coordinator, 
said. “I would not say 
that they read each other’s 
minds, but they probably 
have a higher connection 
that we can’t explain.”
The twins describe their 
relationship similarly.
“It’s literally like your 
other half; someone to 
hold when you’re down,” 
Andrew said. “There is 
no Drew without Tre and 
there is no Tre without 
Drew. It’s like two halves to 
a whole.”
There is no Drew 
without Tre and 
there is no Tre 
without Drew. It’s 




I was excited, we are getting to play 
another four years together [and] not 
too many brothers or teammates out of 
high school get to do that. 
Tre Jenkins
freshman safety
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Attention  
Accounting Majors!
Prepare to become a CPA. 
If you are interested in a career in tax accounting, a Master of Science 
in Taxation (MST) is a great way to meet the 150-hour requirement to 
become a CPA.
•  30-unit graduate degree program
•  Full-time or part-time options available
Or, if you are interested in a career in assurance or advisory, a Master of 
Science in Accountancy (MSA) can meet your CPA needs in our full-time, 
30-unit program.
Get more information at:
www.sjsu.edu/lucasgsb/programs/mst/
Lucas College and Graduate School of Business




* $5 Student Rush tickets available on day of performance, 
based on availabilty. Valid Tower ID required.  
Hammer Theatre: 101 Paseo de San Antonio, between 2nd & 3rd Street
hammertheatre.com
or call 408.924.8501
*10/18 - Actors from the London Stage: Twelfth Night @ 7:00 PM
*10/19 - Actors from the London Stage: Twelfth Night @ 2:00 PM
*10/19 - Gorani: Love Songs to Lost Homelands @ 7:30 PM 
*10/20 - Black Cab Jazz - Kendrick Scott Oracle @ 7:00 PM 
*10/20 - MOMIX @ 7:30 PM   
10/23 - Borderlands: A Conversation with Sonia Nazario @ 7:00 PM   
*10/21 - MOMIX @ 7:30 PM  
Choose your perfect boba drink
Pick from a variety of toppings to add to your tea
pearls white pearls popping pearls herbal jelly red bean
lychee jelly coconut jelly rainbow jelly mango pudding egg pudding
grass jelly aiyu jelly basil seed chia seed milk foam
black tea Thai tea green tea taro tea oolong tea
+
Sugar
Pick your ice and sugar percentage




INFOGRAPHIC BY EDUARDO TEIXEIRA. ILLUSTRATIONS BY CINDY CUELLAR
Like a “Choose Your Own Adventure” book, boba allows you to personalize drinks exactly the way you want. Start 
with a tea and pick whichever toppings fi t your mood. Finish it off by customizing your preferred ice and sugar levels.
Aft er working as a manufacturing engineer for 
more than 10 years and feeling unappreciated at 
his workplace, San Jose State alumnus Jay Tran 
switched his craft  to boba.
“I was at that point where I started to think maybe I should 
do something diff erently,” Tran said. “It doesn’t matter who 
judges you but it’s really up to me to say, ‘Am I doing the right 
thing or the wrong thing?’ ”
Tran said the judgement on his performance 
aft er years of experience felt unfair, so he decided 
to risk it all and quit his job to follow a diff erent 
passion: running his own business.
He opened Buddy Teahouse during fall of last year.
“Moving forward to 2018 and the beginning of 2018, I 
realized I had to look into some kind of business on my own so 
that any creative idea, I could implement it by myself,” Tran said.
He said he’d never considered being a restaurant 
owner, but he was inspired by his love for 
food and cooking.
As owner and manager of the teahouse, he felt more freedom 
in his work. 
Aft er several months of construction and inspections, Tran, 
opened up shop next to San Jose State.
Tran graduated from SJSU in 2005 with a degree in electrical 
engineering. Aft er working for years and starting a family in San 
Leandro, Tran decided to come back to San Jose and set up a 
shop near his alma mater because of the admiration he has for 
the school. 
“I always had the feeling of being a part of San Jose State. No 
matter if I already graduated, it feels like coming home for me,” 
Tran said. 
Th e teahouse is a popular spot for students and is across the 
street from the dorms.
“[Jay’s] really nice. Th ere’s a couple of people who came in 
yesterday and knew him by name,” Gina Meyer, political science 
freshman and employee, said. “Th ey were like ‘What’s up Jay.’ 
He’s super inviting.”
Students at the shop said it’s also a convenient spot to get tea 
and study.
“I think it’s a good vibe,” microbiology freshman Iris Schmidt 
said. “It’s also not too loud or overwhelming like a Starbucks 
could be. Th e Philz Coff ee down there is impossible to study at 
because it’s always so overwhelming.”
While he attended SJSU between 2000, Tran did not see 
many boba shops around the school. 
He said he loves being a part of the new wave of shops rising 
in popularity with students. 
Tran said starting his small business was a long, 
eight month process, risking that his business might 
not be a success. 
Turning his life upside down from being an electrical 
engineer to doing something entirely diff erent, Tran said a lot of 
risks came with his decision. 
At the same time, he knew he could apply his previous 
experience into his new business endeavor. 
He said he enjoys coming back and serving the school 
because it’s his way of giving back to the student community and 
the school he has seen grow in quality over the last few years.
“I know that I have the talent of making a good drink, it was 
inside of me, making good food,” Tran said. “So no matter what 
I’m doing, I love cooking and I love to eat and being innovative 
in making a diff erent kind of food.”
With many demographics and backgrounds of people he 
has to consider, he is always challenging himself to produce 
something new.
However, things have not always been easy for Tran. 
Tran said customers always fl uctuate. He explained that the 
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SJSU alumnus fi nds passion in boba
By Erica Lizarrago
STAFF WRITER
Student support sustains boba shops 




Follow Erica on Instagram
@erica.lizarrago
store can be empty, but he always has to be ready for a wave of 
students to fl ow in like a tsunami.
Tran said it takes constant preparation to run the shop.  Th e 
work entails longer hours than his former nine-to-fi ve job and 
that prospective business owners need to ready themselves 
fi nancially, emotionally and mentally.
All of this has left  little time for Tran to spend 
with his family.
“Sometimes my wife complains it’s not enough family time,” 
Tran said. “Without support, how can I have that kind of energy 
to keep running and keep improving Buddy Teahouse? We 
kind of split the work and she’s the backbone of the family.”
Building his business did not come without sacrifi ce. 
Despite this, he says he is continually open to 
learning and getting better. He wants to meet these 
challenges while also presenting himself as a role model 
to others like him who might want to veer off  the 
conventional path.
“Everything starts with small things, and so a lot of things I 
had to do on my own,” he said. “But I believe in teamwork, if 
we all work together than we solve the challenges and problems 
that we might have.”
JESUS TELLITUD | SPARTAN DAILY
Above: Buddy Teahouse owner Jay Tran shakes and serves a cup of Thai tea during the afternoon rush at his tea shop. 
Below: A customer pokes a straw into a cup of taro milk tea, which is one of the many drinks at Buddy Teahouse.
Scattered among the high-rises in 
downtown San Jose lays the small mom 
and pop shops trying to make it big in 
a crowded city.
In a city fi lled with over a million residents, 
small businesses strive to make their mark in a 
diluted market for products.
Located around San Jose State, local 
family-run boba shops fi nd themselves going 
toe-to-toe with larger corporate cafe chains 
to gain the attention and business of more 
than 35,000 students.
Howard Combs, SJSU marketing and 
business analytics professor, said that small 
businesses oft en struggle in large cities. 
Potential customers are more likely to buy 
from familiar franchises instead of taking a 
risk with small unknown shops. 
“Th e successful smaller businesses fi nd 
a niche that larger business cannot satisfy,” 
Combs said.
Buddy Teahouse owner Jay Tran said 
that his niche for business focuses on 
students. He works to create an environment 
that appeals for this young demographic 
rather than worrying about what larger 
business have to off er.
Buddy Teahouse is located across the 
street from SJSU’s dorms on East San Carlos 
Street, making it the closest boba shop for 
students living in the dorms.
Vivek Agarwal, SJSU marketing 
and business management lecturer, 
said in an email that location 
is the most important aspect 
for a small business.
“Th e placement can make or break the 
small business - where the shop/service is 
located and how the consumers/customers 
would reach to access them,” Agawal said 
in an email.
Th e close proximity to students has 
made Tran try to keep his prices low 
compared to other shops, which creates 
regular customers, but makes revenue 
diffi  cult to achieve.
“It’s very hard because the rent is 
expensive and the labor is expensive,” 
Tran said.
The influx of students keeps the 
business afloat, but during the winter 
and summer breaks, Tran takes a major 
hit in revenue.
“We have to adjust really quick in order to 
survive,” Tran said.
He said that during those 
times of the year he loses 
70% of his normal income.
Similarly, Tea Village manager Levin 
Li said his shop also loses 60%-70% of 
its revenue during those times.
In order to combat the fall in customers, Li 
has tried to advertise his business in diff erent 
ways to make lifelong customers that will want 
to come back.
During the fi rst two weeks of each semester, 
Li posts fl yers around campus hoping to pull 
in new students looking for a place to grab 
some boba.
Th e  fl yers have worked for him, but not for 
long periods of time.
“The business goes into 
an increase of customers by 
4 to 5 times,” Li said. 
But then the shop quickly sinks back down 
to its usual amount of customers and Li has 
not been comfortable enough with social 
media to expand his advertising online.
“I’m not good at social media like 
other shops that post everyday or every 
week,” Li said.
Marketing professor Combs said that 
social media has become a major part of 
marketing for larger companies, but small 
businesses have been left  in the dust when 
it comes to advertising on those platforms.
“A lot of small businesses do not capitalize 
on [social media],” Combs said, “Th ey usually 
do not have a team for social media.”
Larger companies are quick to promote 
new products online because multiple 
people are assigned to work social media 
accounts, leaving it harder for the owners of 
small shops to compete.
Although advertising and social media 
can be an asset that small businesses lack, 
the advantage these places have over large 
companies is that many consumers want to 
help a small shop over a corporation.
Marketing professor Agawal said the 
fact that these businesses are small helps 
them immensely.
“People get attracted to these businesses 
because they want to promote/support the 
local businesses and it’s convenient for them as 
well,” Agawal said.
Buddy Teahouse owner Tran embraces his 
small business title and strides to make the best 
out of the situation.
“I hope students come and try and 
judge based on the quality and freshness 
of the food and drink that we give to the 
customers and not because what company 
is most famous,” Tran said.
People get attracted to these businesses because they want 
to promote/support the local businesses and it’s convenient 
for them as well.
Vivek Agarwal
SJSU marketing and business lecturer
I always had the feeling of being a part 
of San Jose State. No matter if I already 
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TEA TASTE TEST
With multiple shops to choose from, Spartan Daily 
writers narrowed down the best boba, rating the taste 
of the drink, the texture of the boba, and the time 
between ordering and popping in a straw.




Students living in dorms do not need to 
venture far for a quick boba fix.
Buddy Teahouse on East San Carlos Street 
offers San Jose State students a nearby 
option for milk tea, but the convenience 
is not enough to match the flavor of other 
stores.
The soothing instrumental music and 
simple set up of the shop made for a com-
forting feeling when walking in, but I was 
let down by the bland taste of the tea.
The black milk tea had a distinct coffee 
creamer aftertaste, while the shop’s 
specialty, roasted oolong tea, tasted as if 
more water was just added to the black tea.
Unless you’re in a rush, the drinks did 
not make me crave the taste enough for a 
second visit.
4
BOBA AT FOOD SPOTS
Trying tea at four different restaurants around town
The first time I ordered a drink at Tea Alley, 
I waited for at least two minutes until an 
employee finally popped their head out of the 
back room.
It gave me time to take in the atmosphere of 
the shop, or lack thereof. The dull white and 
turquoise walls featured large windows that 
has customers looking at nothing but a giant 
empty building next door.
The black milk tea lacked any pizazz, 
though it did have a floral aftertaste to it. The 
boba pearls in it served only to change the 
texture, as they offered no additional flavor 
themselves.
One of their most popular drinks, the 
Okinawa pudding flavored milk tea, was an 
instant cavity after the first sip. The cashier 
warned of its sweetness, and she was spot on. 
If you’re into liquefied Cap’n Crunch and trips 
to the dentist, this is the drink for you.
At first sight, Gong Cha is packed. San Jose 
State students passing through Paseo de San An-
tonio regularly fill up the seats inside. 
First timers have a variety of drinks to choose 
from, but starting out with a classic black milk 
tea can be a let down. 
The Gong Cha black milk tea tastes bland at 
times, and is only saved by the rush of fresh and 
delicious boba at the bottom.
One must venture past the shallow end of black 
tea to get the most out of Gong Cha. Its Panda 
Milk Tea embodies the best of both worlds with a 
greater emphasis on the sweetness of the drink as 
well as the typical delicious boba at the bottom. 
Everything good about the regular milk tea is 
emphasized even greater with its rush of flavors 
that the regular milk tea simply does not have.
Averaging out to $4.50 for each drink, Gong 
Cha is one of the most convenient off-campus 
shops in terms of location and a go-to for a quick 
drink that doesn’t drain your wallet.
The baby blue cat and boba painted wall 
grabs any customer’s eyes when entering 
Boba Bar.
Located on South Third Street, it offers a 
quick tea pick up for an affordable price.
The black milk tea gave an impression of 
a faint iced coffee taste that was satisfying 
and refreshing.
However, Boba Bar’s specialty, “the 
strawberry mint tea cocktail” (a non-
alcoholic beverage), delivered a water-
with-a-sting flavor that left me confused as 
to if strawberries or mint were 
involved in the creation of the drink at all.
Unlike most boba places, the shop lacks 
the iconic sealed lid that milk tea drinkers 
are accustomed to, taking away from that 
second of pleasure that comes along with 
popping a sharp edged straw into your 
drink.
The cost is $3.50 for a regular-sized or-
der, making it tough to beat Boba Bar for 
your milk tea fix.
Forget about pumpkin spice lattes, Tea Village’s 
Snow Pear Osmanthus tea is the new fall drink.
It can be ordered cold or hot. The flavor is fra-
grant, sweet yet never too overwhelming.
Located directly across from San Jose City Hall, 
the boba shop offers unique and specialty drinks 
different from other boba establishments around 
San Jose State. 
For the adventurous boba lover, I would rec-
ommend the potted milk tea. It’s boba milk tea 
topped with foam, Oreo cookie crumbles and a 
sprig of mint. Do yourself a favor though and don’t 
get the sweetness at 100%. 
In addition to drinks, it also serves authentic 
Hong Kong-style street snacks including curry fish 
balls and egg puffs. Both cost less than $5, making 
it the perfect student-budget friendly snack for 
when you’re in between classes. 
For those who can’t consume dairy, I would 
recommend the Super Fruit Tea. Not only is it the 
most instagrammable handcrafted beverage ever, 
but it’s also very refreshing. This drink has a great 
balance of real tea and fresh fruit and it’s quite 
pleasing on the eye too. 
Raised by Chinese and Hong Kong immigrants, 
Tea Village has my approval for authenticity. The 
limited menu feels curated in a way, and the atten-
tion to detail for each drink compensates for the 
slightly more expensive cost.
Students trying to de-stress from working 
long hours in the library don’t need to look 
too far to see Breaktime in shining neon 
light.
The boba shop has relaxation in its name 
and is close for students, located just across 
from MLK Library on East San Fernando 
Street. It provides just enough options to 
keep the average boba customer satisfied.
With the price for a traditional milk tea 
or taro green milk tea averaging $5.50, 
Breaktime provides enough tea and boba 
that leaves customers satisfied after their 
visit.
For customers not familiar with boba, the 
taste of the taro green milk tea may come 
off a little bland, with it seemingly lacking 
sweetness and having a little too much em-
phasis on the green tea leaves. 
But like many other drinks in the shop, 
the boba provides the perfect compliment 
to the tea.
Any doubts that could have been raised 
by the taro green milk tea are quickly taken 
away by the black milk tea the shop sells.
With its sweet flavors and delicious boba 
at the bottom, the traditional milk tea 
proves the common fact that it is nearly 
impossible to go wrong with milk tea.
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Reviewed by Brendan Cross
A lack of a black milk tea on the 
menu forced me to opt for a plain 
black tea with boba. I expected an 
unsweetened tea, but it surprised me 
with a taste verging on sweet tea. The 
boba,chunked as opposed to the typical 
pearls, gave it a different texture and 
experience than you would normally 
expect.
Banh Mi Oven
The Original Milk Tea at 
Lee’s Sandwiches is a per-
fect drink to have with a fat 
bahn mi sandwich. Perhaps 
boba is not the first thing on a 
hungry customer’s mind when 
in line, but it’s one of the 
restaurant’s hidden gems. The 
drink had the perfect amount 
of sweetness, and could be
 enjoyed with or without boba, 
though the boba did comple-
ment it well and had a nice, 
bouncy texture.
Lee’s Sandwiches
Phó Passion & Mintea
Mintea located inside Pho Passion served 
up one of the best tasting drinks of the 
locations I reviewed. The black milk tea tast-
ed just sweet enough, and the honey boba 
complemented it perfectly. The honey boba 
pearls were smaller than those of a typical 
boba place, which means that you will get a 

































The Nest Asian Bistro
The restaurant didn’t have black milk tea 
on their menu so I went with the recom-
mended jasmine milk tea. They played up 
the jasmine, and it felt akin to drinking a 
flower bed. It’s overwhelming at first but 
settles in nicely once I kept sipping. Hav-
ing dined here before, I’d recommend the 
food over the drinks, but the jasmine milk 
tea was palatable overall. 
Boba addiction is a 
pricey habit for some San 
Jose State students.  
Business junior Ying Yu 
Chen said that she enjoys 
boba milk tea, but limits 
herself to one every two 
weeks because that’s all she 
can afford. 
“I love boba milk tea a 
lot and it cost me about 
$4.99 without tax or fees, 
so if I don’t limit myself 
I know I can spent over 
$60 a week on just boba, 
like I have done before,” 
Chen said. “Then after, I 
am wondering where my 
food budget went.”
Chen added that when 
she does treat herself, she 
goes to the Tea Village 
shop because it’s close to 
her home. 
While some students 
manage their spending on 
boba treats, some others 
ignore the price and 
enjoy the drink without 
restrictions.
“I think if I don’t see 
it, I am fine, but if I see 
the numbers, that does 
give me somewhat of a 
guilty feeling,” engineering 
sophomore Collin 
Nuworsoo said. “I think 
that’s why Mom always 
sends me the screenshots 
of the statements.”
Nuworsoo said that milk 
tea is a daily habit that he 
longer thinks about before 
grabbing it on the go.
“I think I drink at least 
one every day,” Nuworsoo 
said. “Maybe I should cut 
down you know, but it’s 
kind of a reflex, when I get 
out of class or maybe on 
my way to class, to get that 
boost of energy.”
According to the Tea 
Association of U.S.A., 
San Jose State students 
often drink boba without 
considering the amount 
of sugar contained in 
each drink, 
An average boba drink 
contains no fiber and 
is made with brewed 
tea or tea made from 
concentrate, milk or 
a non dairy additive to 
make the drink creamy, 
sweetener and tapioca 




Jamie Kubota said 
students should order 
boba with ice added to 
dilute the drink or order 
it unsweetened.
“That would probably 
be the healthiest way to 
order it, if you can take it 
without any sweetener at 
all,” Kubota said.
Drinking too many 
sugary drinks can lead 
to weight gain over time, 
Kubota said, and can 
displace calories from 
nutrient dense foods like 
fruits and vegetables.
D e spi te  he a l t h 
concerns, Kubota said she 
drinks a lot of coffee and 
understands why students 
at SJSU would rely on 
caffeinated and sugary 
drinks for energy.
“I know the demands 
on students right now,” 
Kubota said. “Students are 
busy, especially here in 
the Bay Area.”
Kubota said students 
should make sure students 
get enough vitamin B in 
their diets and get 7–8 
hours of sleep a night so 
they do not have to rely on 
boba or coffee for caffeine.
Several SJSU students 
said they do not rely 
on caffeinated drinks 
for energy.
Animation sophomore 
Joshua Campos said he 
mostly drinks water.
“I don’t drink coffee,” 
Campos said. “I don’t 
need caffeine most of 
the time.”
Animation sophomore 
Elizabeth Yeung said she 
does not drink boba for 
energy, but only if it is 
hot outdoors. “It is nice 
to have a cool drink,” 
Yeung said.
Ac c o r d i n g  t o 
Healthline, an average 
16 fluid ounce cup 
of boba milk tea contains 
317.5 calories, 10.6 grams 
of total fat, 56 grams of total 
carbohydrates, 36 grams 
of sugar and 1.8 grams 
of protein.
Students can cut back 
on sweetness by ordering 
boba with less sugar, or 
by buying tapioca pearls 
and making boba at home, 
where they can control 
precisely how much sugar 
is in each drink.
Kubota said she and 
her children make boba 
at home, and that when 
she and her daughter 
order boba, they choose 
25% sweetness.
“We like it a little sweet 
but certainly not overly 
sweet,” Kubota said.
Business administration 
sophomore Rhea Mathur 
said she almost never 
thinks about the health of 
boba, which she drinks at 
least once a week.
“In the moment I am 
drinking it, I really don’t 
care,” Mathur said. “But it 
is like the aftermath where 
I am like, ‘Oh, that was really 
sugary or really sweet.’ ”
For her kids’ sake, 
Kubota said she wishes 
boba shops served an 8 
ounce-sized drink along 
with the average 16 ounce 
serving size.
 However, that she 
understands why shops 
would stick to one size 
in order to make sealing 
the cups with plastic film 
more convenient and 
efficient.
Common alternatives to 
boba like specialty drinks 
at shops like Starbucks 
often contain just as much 
or more sugar.
In 2016, The Telegraph 
reported that Starbucks’ 
sweetest drink at the 
time, Hot Mulled Fruit 
(grape with chai, orange 
and cinnamon) contained 
19 teaspoons of sugar 
in 16 fluid ounces, 
approximately 79.8 grams 
of sugar compared to an 
average boba’s 36 grams.
According to Starbucks’ 
website, a grande Caramel 
Frappuccino contains 
66 grams of sugar.
Ordering coffee with no 
sugar can greatly reduce 
your calorie intake, 
Kubota said.
Although she says she 
would not call boba a 
“bad food,” Kubota said 
students should drink 
it much less often than 
foods and drinks that 
contain nutritional value.
“I would say that boba 
should be an occasional 
treat and maybe not 
an everyday treat,” 
Kubota said.
Students sip sugary servings
By John Bricker
STAFF WRITER
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Boba drains dollars from Spartans’ wallets
By Diana Avila 
STAFF WRITER
...if I see the 
numbers, that does 
give me somewhat 
of a guilty feeling. 
I think that’s why 
Mom always sends 
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millennials are of the 
biggest age groups who 
drink tea. Its fact sheet 
stated that Americans 
drank over 3.8 billion 
gallons of tea in 2018. And 
for boba, 87% of people in 
between the ages of 22 and 
37 drank milk tea. 
Food and Wine magazine 
stated that during the ’90s 
the first increase in boba 
popularity began with high 
levels of Asian immigrants 
that came into the country. 
The trend started to slow 
down as the popularity 
of coffee shops increased 
concurrently. 
Boba shops began to 
become relevant again 
when new locals open their 
doors with a  revamped 
image and an ambience 
similar to trending coffee 
shops, the magazine 
stated. This kind of style 
of business has attracted 
the attention of a younger 
demographic.  
There are a total of eight 
boba shops within walking 
distance of the SJSU 
campus and one inside the 
Student Union. There are 
also several restaurants 
that sell boba drinks on 
their menus. 
The cheapest price for a 
medium-sized boba drink 
within three miles of SJSU 
is about $5. In some shops 
the toppings are an extra 
cost, like Breakfast Time 
on San Fernando Street 
and Fourth Street. 
According to the 
supplier Boba Direct, the 
total cost to make the 
eponymous balls is about 
75 cents. This does not 
include the actual cost of 
labor or the milk tea drink 
that comes with it. 
“I worked in Asia for 
about half of the year,” 
SJSU marketing professor 
Howard Combs said. “I 
lived in Thailand for half 
the time and it’s very 
popular in that part of the 
world.”
Combs said that even 
though he is not an expert 
on boba marketing, he 
believes the correlation 
between high sales of boba 
in downtown San Jose has 
to do with the large Asian 
student population. 
“It’s likely that they 
would be willing to pay a 
little higher price for some 
shops that are also in very 
good locations,” Combs 
said. 
He explained that 
customer familiarity with a 
certain product, locations, 
or brand is important.
“The use of punch cards 
can make a big difference 
whether it’s for business 
or the consumer,” Combs 
said. “Consumers love to 
think that they’re getting 
something for free and that 
they’re earning by getting 
more and more stamps.” 
For example, Tea Village 
has a loyalty program in 
which customers get a free 
drink after purchasing 
eight full-price drinks, 
and that does not include 
happy hour. The buyers 
keep track of the amount of 
drinks they have purchased 
on a physical punch card 
that gets stamped with 
every visit. 
Breaktime has a similar 
punch card system, but it’s 
digital. Customers have to 
have 80 points connected 
to their phone number 
to get a free drink with 
no toppings. The points 
are collected at the time 
of purchase by input of 
a phone number into an 
iPad. 
Combs said a 
relationship that is 
developed between the 
customer and the business 
can also be a factor that 
leads to students go back 
to the same high-priced 
boba shops. 
 “I don’t think I’ll stop 
drinking it,” business 
junior Chen said. “That’s 
why I try not to drink it 
too much, so I don’t have 
to stop.”
SOURCE: HEALTHLINE. INFOGRAPHIC BY JOHN BRICKER
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Traditionalism is fi ne but boba is delicious
Boba, or bubble tea, 
originated from Taiwan 
and as it becomes a more 
popular treat in the U.S., 
the Americanized tweaks 
and variations are changing 
the original recipe – and it’s 
delicious.
During an increase of 
immigration from East 
Asia in the ’90s, boba tea 
became a part of U.S. cafe 
culture, according to an 
article by Food & Wine 
magazine in 2017.
Th e United States is a 
melting pot of cultures 
and religions from other 
countries. Th e blend of 
cultures can create new 
foods and practices, which 
is something to be proud of 
for any country.
Th e history of America 
is evident in its food, 
craft ed through the 
integration of cultures and 
values people have brought 
together.
Boba is traditionally 
made with tea, milk and 
tapioca balls, but today, 
there are cafes across the 
U.S. that include a variety 
of toppings.
According to a 2017 
article by LA Magazine, 
the new craze is to try 
diff erent, sometimes 
ridiculous, combinations of 
fl avors and toppings.
In Southern California, 
the magazine article 
listed boba cafes where 
customers can order sugary 
cereal, whipped cream, ice 
cream and even vegetables 
in their drinks.
Boba cafes in the U.S. 
may be diff erent from what 
originated in Taiwan, but 
the increase of crazy fl avors 
and topping combinations 
has created an entirely new 
way to enjoy boba tea.
For people who have 
never traveled to Asia to 
try the authentic drink, 
there are a variety of places 
right here in the Bay Area 
to try a taste.
Just because a traditional 
food or drink changes over 
time once it is brought to 
the U.S., doesn’t mean its 
roots have to be forgotten. 
America is a blend 
of cultures and when it 
comes to marketing it 
is incredibly popular to 
change the look and feel of 
products to bring in a wave 
of new things to buy and 
obsess over.   
Reporter Jenni Avins 
wrote in an article for Th e 
Atlantic that everyone 
should be respectful and 
appreciative when getting 
involved in the ideas of 
other cultures.
“But please, let’s banish 
the idea that appropriating 
elements from one 
another’s cultures is in itself 
problematic,” Avins wrote. 
The term culture 
appropriation, “is 
the act of adopting 
elements of an outside, 
often minority culture, 
including knowledge, 
practices and symbols, 
without understanding 
or respecting the original 
culture and context,” 
according to Dictionary.
com.
The U.S. is not the 
only country prone to 
syncretism or making 
changes to cultural 
elements based on trends 
and popularity. 
Japan is one of the 
countries known for 
imitating and even 
improving food, drinks 
and more pieces of 
American and other 
cultures, according to an 
article in Smithsonian 
Magazine in 2014.
In Japan, there is 
an appreciation of 
other cultures, not 
appropriation. 
“There’s something 
about the perspective of 
the Japanese that allows 
them to home in on the 
essential elements of 
foreign cultures and then 
perfectly recreate them at 
home,” the article said.
In the U.S., elements 
from other cultures 
are meant to be 
appreciated and if they 
become altered, or 
“Americanized,” then it 
should be understood 
that this is what America 
has been built upon.
Olivia Wray
STAFF WRITER
Follow Olivia on Twitter
@bmo_liv
ILLUSTRATION BY OLIVIA WRAY
Just because a traditional food 
or drink changes over time 
once it is brought to the U.S., 
doesn’t mean its roots have to 
be forgotten. 
I’m not sorry to say that 
boba is just hot garbage
My name is Roman 
Contreras and I hate boba.
Now before you write 
me off  as an uncultured 
swine, let me explain 
myself.
My issues do not lie 
with milk tea, but with 
the disgusting slimy 
spheres that lie at the 
bottom of the cup.
But before completely 
ostracizing these spherical 
abominations, I thought 
I’d do some research and 
try and fi nd out just why I 
dislike them so much.
In doing so, I discovered 
boba is made out of 
tapioca, a starch derived 
from a woody South 
American shrub known 
as the cassava plant. I 
wouldn’t say boba tastes 
woody at all. It tastes like 
literal nothingness, so I 
concluded it just isn’t 
my thing. 
You may be thinking, 
“stop complaining, and 
just order it without boba 
you clown,” and I do. But 
every once and a while I 
forget to specify this, and 
I fi nd a wretched surprise 
sunken in my tea.
At this point, I could 
just ask them to remake 
the drink, but I don’t want 
to be “that guy,” so I just 
choose a smaller straw and 
work my way around the 
boba taking up valuable 
space that could be 
occupied by the tea. 
I’ve tried time and time 
again to get on the boba 
train, but I constantly feel 
like I’m chewing pre-
moistened fl avorless gum.
Now that I’ve stated my 
case against boba, let me 
explain the things I enjoy 
about milk tea. 
To start, the fl avor 
options are almost endless.
Honeydew, lychee, 
mango, strawberry, 
passion fruit, the list 
goes on and on.
But whenever I try a 
new boba shop, I almost 
always opt for the classic 
milk tea as a stepping 
stone before trying 
other fl avors. 
It is also worth 
mentioning that 
milk tea has specifi c 
customizations that are 
quite convenient.
I fi nd myself taking 
advantage of the ice 
adjustment most. 
When ordering 
milk tea, almost all 
establishments provide the 
option of less, regular, or 
more ice.
Th ere is also the option 
to adjust the sweetness. 
You can opt for more, 
regular, or less sweet 
depending on how much 
sugar you are craving.
I must admit, although 
I am writing about boba 
my order is incredibly 
simple. Give me a rose 
or almond milk tea, hold 
the boba, less ice, regular 
sweetness and I’m one 
happy camper.
I wouldn’t say I’m 
qualifi ed to be a milk 
tea connoisseur, but I 
am here to voice my 
disapproval of the 
boba trend.
Despite my undying 
hatred for boba, milk 
tea is a great treat. And 
for all of you who drink 
boba like there’s no 
tomorrow my DMs are 
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BOTTOMS UP
I wouldn’t say I’m qualified 
to be a milk tea connoisseur, 
but I am here to voice my 
disapproval of the boba trend.
Bottoms Up appears 
every week on Thursday.
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Dear Editor, 
It was refreshing to 
read a review on a show 
that spoke about the 
crisis that our American 
society is dealing 
with today. 
Just as you say, 
“Living Undocumented 
is powerful with the 
stories it tells and comes 
at an important time in 
America where empathy 
and civilized discussion 
of issues is needed more 
than ever.”
Th e show does a 
great job at showing the 
viewer the hardships that 
immigrants from around 
the world endure when 
living in the United States 
undocumented, and 
how president Trump's 
zero-tolerance policy 
is destroying families, 
children’s innocence 
and even our morale as 
a society. 
Empathy seems to be 
a lost value replaced with 
ignorance and inhumane 
events, which is why I have 
diffi  culty understanding 
your choice of story to 
share on your article. 
You chose to focus on a 
story that portrays illegal 
immigrants as what they 
already are stereotyped 
as, felons and people who 
do not uphold the law. 
Why not choose the 
story of Luis, who’s 
pregnant girlfriend 
was handcuffed and 
detained when she was 
only the passenger, not 
a threat and a mother to 
a four- year old boy? 
Or the story of Ron, 
who with his legal 
business has a revenue of 
$2 million dollars, pays 
his taxes just like a citizen, 
who aches for not being 
able to visit his dying 
mother in Israel because 
leaving the country would 
be renouncing to the life 
he has worked hard to 
build in over 17 years? 
Lastly, why not share 
the story of Alejandra 
and Stella? 
A military wife who has 
lived in the United States 
for over 20 years, who left  
her country at the age of 
15 because her life was 
threaten with death, a 
woman who is married to 
a man who risked his life 
for this country, and the 
way his country rewards 
him is by dividing and 
destroying his family. 
Stella, their daughter, 
who only at the age of 
9 has to leave her home 
in the United States 
because her mother is 
not welcomed, and who 
will try to start a new 
life in Mexico, where 
her only family will be 
her mom and the only 
place she will be able to 
call home will be a one-
bedroom unfurnished 
apartment. 
In order to create 
empathy, we must talk 
about the realities 
of this situation, the 
damages that are being 
caused by the separation 
of good, hard working 
families, the many 
innocent children that 
are being traumatized 
unjustly, and the values 
we are abandoning, 
such as empathy and 
h u m a n i t a r i a n i s m 
because of ignorance. 
I believe that 
telling the story of an 
immigrant committing 
a felony only re-enforces 
the ignorant arguments 
that some people in our 
society try to claim and 
create the stereotype 
that immigrants should 
not be here. 
Th is issue goes beyond 
our immigration laws, 
this issue has become a 
moral issue that needs to 
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DREAM: Just a campus cult in disguise
In everything 




Ministry is a 
manipulative cult that 
pressures its members 
to accept its strange 
doctrine and stay within 
the ministry.
DREAM matches 
the telltale signs of 




organizations on San 
Jose State’s campus.
According to its 
offi  cial Facebook page, 
DREAM began as a 
group of students from 
the San Francisco Bay 
Christian Church at 
San Francisco State 
University in late 2012.
Both DREAM and 
the San Francisco Bay 
Christian Church are 
part of a family of 
churches led by the City 
of Angels International 
Christian Church in Los 
Angeles, founded by Kip 
McKean in 2007.
DREAM fi ts Merriam-
Webster’s defi nition of 
a cult, a religion viewed 
as unorthodox or 
ingenuine, by pressuring 
their members to follow 
standards far stricter 
than that of a normal 
Christian church. 
Th e Spartan Daily 
reported in April that 
several SJSU students 
raised concerns about 
DREAM’s behavior, 
including pressuring 
a student to break up 
with her boyfriend and 
using footage of students 
to promote the group 
aft er they had left  the 
ministry.
Th e extra-biblical 
standards DREAM 
enforces, like the 
segregation of genders in 
their Bible studies which 
sources described to the 
Spartan Daily, are not 
normal let alone accepted 
in the Christian church.
When DREAM 
members approached 
my brother during his 
fi rst semester at SJSU, 
he thought they were 
running a normal Bible 
study and agreed to 
attend a few meetings.
When he attended 
those meetings, several 
DREAM leaders worked 
together to shove their 
strange doctrine down 
his throat.
He said DREAM told 
him that baptism, a 
ritual meant to display 
faith in Christ’s death 
and resurrection, is 
required to have a 
relationship with God or 
to be a real Christian.
Although many 
churches require 
baptism, DREAM went 
a step further by telling 
him that if he had been 
baptized when he did 
not believe the ritual 
was necessary for his 
salvation, he needed to 
be baptized again.
DREAM’s doctrine 
and behavior is not 
only unacceptable to 
the world at large, 





Today defi nes cults as 
religious groups that are 
exclusive, secretive and 
authoritarian, meaning 
that they believe they 
only know the truth, 
keep their teachings 
away from outsiders, 
and expect loyalty and 
obedience.
DREAM certainly 
leans toward exclusivity 
by enforcing unorthodox 
standards, but it is 
diffi  cult to determine 
whether DREAM 
believes it alone can lead 
people to God, partially 
because of the group’s 
secrecy.
Th e only information 
DREAM makes available 
online about what they 
believe is the canned 
platitudes about the 
Gospel and evangelism 
on their Facebook 
“About” page that almost 
every Christian church 
would accept.
DREAM does not 
make any information 
about expectations 
of its members or its 
controlling nature 
available online, leaving 
students with nothing but 
word of mouth to warn 
them of the ministry’s 
cult-like practices.
DREAM is, at 
the least, slightly 
authoritarian as seen in 
the way they describe 
themselves as a family 
and expect their 
members’ loyalty.
Fernando Chavez, 
San Jose region leader 
for the San Francisco 
Bay Christian Church, 
told the Spartan Daily 
in April that there is no 
animosity between the 
church and those who 
chose to leave it.
Chavez also 
compared a student 
leaving DREAM to, 
“a family member 
wanted nothing to do 
with you,” completely 
contradicting his 
previous statement.
If a student feels 
like a ministry is no 
longer benefiting them 
or helping them grow 
spiritually, that student 
should be completely 
free to leave that 
ministry without 
judgment.
When you join 
DREAM, you are 
opening yourself up 
to be guilt-tripped 
and judged by the 
leadership, and viewed 
as a traitor when you 
leave for your 
own sake.
Not only do Christian 
organizations like 
Christianity Today warn 
against organizations 
like DREAM, but other 
campus ministries take 
active steps to avoid 
manipulating their 
members and leaders.
 InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship, a Christian 
organization that hosts 
Bible studies on college 
campuses internationally, 
posted an article titled, 
“InterVarsity Ruined My 
Life” on its website to 
discourage the problems 
DREAM demonstrates. 
Th e article shared the 
observations of a former 
member who said the 
organization developed 
her into a person “that 
can’t thrive outside of 
their culture.”
Th e article ends by 
asking members of 





for how they impact 
student’s lives.
Cults like DREAM 
expect loyalty and 
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Members of DREAM convene to discuss organizational topics in an April meeting.
As the people of Hong Kong enter their 28th 
consecutive week of pro-democracy protests, U.S. 
companies are having diffi  culty deciding if they will 
prioritize human rights or market shares.
On Oct. 4, Daryl Morey, Houston Rockets 
general manager, tweeted an image that said, “Fight 
for freedom, stand with Hong Kong.” 
It set off a political firestorm for the NBA, as 
China demanded an immediate rebuke of 
the statement. 
Two days aft er Morey’s tweet, the NBA released an 
offi  cial, apologetic statement which acknowledged it 
did not represent the view of the NBA. 
Th e alternate Chinese version of the NBA’s 
statement was released on Sina Weibo, which was 
comparably more apologetic, stated Morey’s tweet 
was “deeply off ensive” and “disappointing.”
The thing is, the league never actually said 
those words. 
Th at was China trying to make the NBA look 
more apologetic than they actually were. 
Th e NBA’s response drew widespread bipartisan 
criticism from American fans and politicians alike. 
Since the statement, the NBA has backtracked 
stating, “It is inevitable that people around the world 
-- including from America and China -- will have 
diff erent viewpoints over diff erent issues. It is not 
the role of the NBA to adjudicate those diff erences. 
However, the NBA will not put itself in a position of 
regulating what players, employees and team owners 
say or will not say on these issues. We simply could 
not operate that way.”
As a result of the tweet, the Chinese Basketball 
Association, whose president is Yao Ming, a 
former Rockets center, said it was suspending its 
relationship with the team, and Chinese media giant 
Tencent and Chinese state television said they would 
no longer be broadcasting Rockets games. 
This will inevitably translate to profit losses 
for the NBA as China makes up at least 10% of 
the league’s current revenue, according to David 
Carter, the executive director of the USC Sports 
Business Institute.
In a recent interview, Lebron James, a known 
advocate for social issues, said that Morey was 
not “educated on the situation at hand.”
This led to fans calling James a hypocrite, 
reinforcing the idea that the NBA was trying to 
appease the Chinese government to remain in 
favor of its markets.
These events are not unique to the NBA. 
On Oct. 6, two days after the NBA-China 
mishap, U.S. gaming company Blizzard 
Entertainment was the target of public criticism 
for harshly punishing “Hearthstone” player 
Chung “Blitzchung” Ng Wai, for expressing his 
support for Hong Kong protesters during one of  
his post-victory interviews. 
In the interview he said, “Liberate Hong Kong, 
revolution of our time”. 
Blizzard then revoked his $10,000 winnings 
and suspended him from competitive play for 
one year.
As a result of public outcry, the ban has since 
been reduced to 6 months and the $10,000 has 
been awarded back to the Hong Kong-based 
professional. 
Another example of China’s controlling 
censorship policy is Google’s Project Firefly. 
Project Firefly is a censored search engine 
developed for China that began development 
in 2018.
According to The Intercept, the search 
engine would automatically block websites 
blacklisted by Beijing as well as search terms 
related to human rights, democracy, religion 
and peaceful protest. When questioned at an 
onstage event, Google CEO Sundar Pichai said, 
“We are compelled by our mission [to] provide 
information to everyone, and [China is] 20 
percent of the world’s population . . . but we also 
follow the rule of law in every country.’’
It’s clear that Google has a willingness to 
prioritize their economic interests in China over 
protecting citizens’ rights to information.
China’s government has reached a point where 
their economic influence in the world is able to 
control the politics of U.S. companies.
Companies that uphold Chinese censorship 
policies are consciously facilitating the Chinese 
government’s attempts to control their political 
and social narratives. 
Companies that fail to adhere to such Chinese 
policies are denied access to Chinese markets, 
and this is where the choice of human rights 
versus profits comes into play.
For a long time everyone assumed Western 
capitalism would overwhelm Chinese restrictions 
on free speech, when it turns out Chinese 
restrictions on free speech are using capitalism 
to silence speech everywhere: from the NBA 
trying their hardest to stay in China’s market, 
to Blizzard suspending a player for defending 
protesters in Hong Kong, to Google’s decision to 
help the Chinese government controlling what its 
people can access on the internet.
Unless U.S. companies decide to take a stand 
and decide where their values lie, it’s only going 
to get worse.
sjsunews.com/spartan_daily 





12. Emit long loud cries
15. Not observed
16. Not yet cut (bread)








27. Part of a skeleton
28. Adolescent












47. In the past
48. Indebtedness
51. Spy agency















9. Former boxing champ
10. Defi cient





22. They’re found in the throat
24. Make “not smooth”
26. Ranch




34. Slowly, to a conductor
35. Dry
38. Kill
39. No longer working
40. Test, as ore











Complete the grid so that every row, column and 
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
JOKIN’ 
AROUND
Why are ghosts 
so bad at lying?
Because you can 




for Mental Health 
Stigma Reduction
Dr. Lozano and Dr. 
Hu  from Stanford 
psychiatry depart-
ment are recruiting 
Spanish-speaking 
Latinx actors, any 
gender, ages 20-60 
to volunteer to star 
in three, 15 min, 
Telenovela-styled 
short videos aimed 
to reduce mental 
health stigma.  The 
project is support-

















ILLUSTRATION COURTESY OF KNOW YOUR MEME
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Xi Jingping, president of the People’s Republic of China, 
has censored images of Winnie-the-Pooh because of a 
meme that claims a resemblance between the two.
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Music student becomes teacher for youth
By Christian Trujano
STAFF WRITER
Follow Christian on Twitter
@ChristianTruja2
When Tracy Chen was 7 years old, she began 
vigorously practicing violin and piano in her home 
country of Taiwan because of the expectations set 
by her parents. 
Chen’s parents put her in an early music conservatory 
program with the hopes of her becoming a professional 
musician. Chen said the stress and constant practicing 
was both emotionally and physically abusive.
“You always need to be competitive in the program,” 
Chen said.
The competitions within the program not only 
included her school and her city, but included 
various cities around Taiwan that offered the same 
conservatory program. 
It meant that the competition level was always high 
and the standards for achievements were always present.
“[Parents] want you to be the top. Most students 
practiced 3-4 hours daily,” Chen said when talking about 
her fellow 7-year-old friends. 
However, Chen continued practicing and competing 
to move forward in her musical career. That is, until she 
turned 13 and was injured in the second round of one of 
the competitions.
“I was [still] expected to play the high virtuoso pieces,” 
Chen said. 
She said how prevalent this idea of playing through 
the pain was in her instructors and parents. 
Since then, she left the program, moved to the U.S. 
and this semester started her own piano classes program 
at San Jose State called the Young Musicians’ Project.
As a music graduate student, Chen is required to work 
on a masters project or thesis that relates to her field of 
interest and focuses on social justice. 
Based on her background, Chen said she decided she 
would create a program to teach music to kids the way 
she wished her teachers taught her.
The Young Musicians’ Project aims to provide 
private and group lessons to youth from low-income 
backgrounds and currently has eight students enrolled. 
The program offers lessons to children between the 
ages of 7 and 10.
She was originally inspired by the Orff Approach, a 
developmental approach used in music education. It 
combines music, movement, drama and speech into 
lessons that are similar to a child’s world of play.
Chen was inspired by this new approach and wanted 
to test it out at SJSU.
“If I can borrow more general music ideas, I can create 
a better curriculum which [kids] still have fun while 
they’re learning piano,” Chen said.
Chen said this form of group practice is better for 
kids, rather than how her own teachers taught her when 
she was taking lessons back home. 
“If I played wrong or did not finish the song, [my 
teacher] would throw the [sheet music] book over to the 
door,” Chen said.
She said the teacher would then make students walk 
outside to get the book and would not allow them back 
into class. 
“That’s why the [Young Musicians’ Project] is here,” 
Chen said.
Chen said she wanted to step away from the standard 
way of teaching kids, rather than having them lose 
interest in learning piano after seeing the “boring black 
and white keys” of the instrument. 
“They don’t need to play fancy songs,” Chen said. 
Instead, she said all the children need to do is have fun 
and practice as a group. 
Li-Leng Au, the mother of one child in the project, 
said she supports the project mainly because she believes 
that music helps kids think outside the box and helps 
them academically.
“She’s really loving [the class],” Au said. “This is a 
really good skill for her.”
The project falls under an umbrella program at SJSU 
called the Community Music Institute, which aims to 
empower youth throughout the Bay Area with access to 
an affordable music education.
The SJSU program is based off El Sistema USA, which 
was a music-education program founded in Venezuela 
in 1975 by Venezuelan educator, musician and activist 
José Antonio Abreu. El Sistema USA later adopted the 
motto “music for social change.”
Diana Hollinger, music education area coordinator, 
oversees the Young Musicians’ Project and the rest of the 
projects that fall under the Community Music Institute.
Hollinger said music education can be used for social 
justice and can allow kids, specifically impoverished 
kids, build an interest in going to college. She said that 
she was the one who pushed Chen to focus on helping 
low-income kids. 
“You bring music education, the very best music 
education to the poorest kids and it can change their 
lives,” Hollinger said. 
Hollinger said her vision for social justice in music 
education within the institute is trying to grow in the 
community to serve underprivileged kids. This includes 
the Young Musicians’ Project.
Chen similarly said that once you give the kids access 
to music education, their interest can grow in different 
music programs, but it needs to start somewhere. 
“If you never give them the chance, they wouldn’t 
even know that they can do it,” Chen said. 
However, the program faces financial and enrollment 
issues.
The program itself is free of charge, but both Hollinger 
and Chen said when a class is advertised as free, it doesn’t 
always mean it will bring in more kids.
“The idea was to give free, private lessons to kids who 
could not afford them,” Hollinger said. 
“We had a really hard time institutionalizing that.”
She said the institute was not bringing in enough kids 
who were necessarily poor, even though that was the 
aim of the project.
Hollinger explained she wants the Young Musicians’ 
Project to be incorporated more into an overall umbrella 
project with other projects in the Music Institute. She 
is currently pushing for Saturday school at some point.
With all of these different projects Hollinger started, 
she wants them all to be institutionalized into one 
project and be run efficiently, even after she is gone.
“I’ve just been starting all of these things because 
I have a passion for them, but also they can’t survive 
without me,” Hollinger said. “I won’t be here forever.”
With the Young Musicians’ project still in its early 
stages, Chen is still learning about what works and what 
doesn’t, which is what she wants. But she wants to learn 
how to properly teach kids music and piano in a stress-
free environment.
Chen said through the program, the kids are using 
music as a tool to get introduced to the college world. 
“It’s really my honor and privilege to see those kids 
because of this program,” Chen said. “They’re not here 
to learn music they are here for a purpose, I want them 
to go to a good college.”
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Above: Olivia, Nathan and Aurora work 
on mastering the day’s sheet music at 
the Young Musicians’ Project class on 
Wednesday afternoon.
Left: Music graduate student Tracy Chen 
helps Amber as she learns how to play 
the piano. Chen is the instructor of the 
music program.
Below: Students Olivia, Aurora and 
Nathan raise their hands while Chen 
asks a question. 
You bring music education, the very 
best music education, to the poorest 
kids and it can change their lives.
Diana Hollinger
music education area coordinator
